The CITSmart Solution

Finally, Get the Speed and Cost Savings
Digital Technology Is Supposed to Deliver
Introducing a business management system so simple, everyone can use it. So fast and
problem-free, you won’t notice it’s there. (But your competition will.)
Challenge
Urgent need of business to digitize

Solution
Turn urgency into capability with ease,
speed—and confidence of success.

operations, stay agile and competitive

Challenge
The time required to “go digital” will
slow productivity, and affect the bottom line

Challenge
Discontent with traditional systems’ and

Solution
Choose a single-platform system that delivers
fully automated simplicity with the speed and
agility to run your entire enterprise.

Solution
With CITSmart Anuva, you can now generate
significant cost savings in every department
and across your entire enterprise.

the high cost to buy, install and run

Challenge
“Off the shelf” tools do not have everything
that a business needs

Challenge
How do you insure that your platform choice
will be the best fit for your business?

Solution
CITSmart Anuva is highly customizable for
up-to-the-moment digital support in
every operational area.

Solution
Say goodbye to the mystery of complex
systems. Say hello to CITSmart Anuva.
Simplicity—built for business, not just IT.

What will your results look like?
Time/Cost Savings
Greater productivity at less cost. CITSmart ANUVA is a full end to end Service Management platform
that is remarkably easy to use and inexpensive to own. No more worries about license management,
ANUVA is license free and is less costly to install and run. ANUVA is fully automated, codeless, and
customizable to your needs. Welcome to the new way to support and manage your business.

Faster/Easier Operations
No more productivity delays with manual based processes. No more overdependence on IT
support. CITSmart ANUVA provides digital speed and ease of use across the entire enterprise.

Increased ROI/Bottom Line
Free up your business agility and sharpen your competitive edge. With CITSmart ANUVA,
spend less time managing and maintaining and more time planning, innovating—and
growing your bottom line.

Great Results. It’s What We Do.
Take advantage of our 90-day free trial to start putting CITSmart’s unique
advantages to work for your business.
214-438-3903

contact@citsmart.com

CITSmart.com

